Treachery of Peoples Front; Aid from Germany, Italy, Portugal; and Soviet-Blum Neutrality
Bolster the Counter-Revolution in Spain

CIO Gives Up Steel Drive

Peace With Green Likely

President reports say the CIO has abandoned the drive to organize the steel workers. No announcement in this effect has been made by the CIO. But it is definitely known that the past several weeks of organizing efforts have been concentrated on the organization of workers in small plants which the steel industry has ignored. It is also reported that CIO is organizing various smaller unions such as retail clerks into the CIO. The reason is the demand of L. SIGNES PEACE
The abandonment of the steel drive indicates that Lewis is going to make his peace with Green. This is not the only sign. The press is full of predictions from a number of sources of a peaceful ending to the struggle. More important have been the statements of the leaders of the metal trades unions that they were ready to abide by any decision of the Tammany Republicans, of which they could that they could muster only a minority of the delegates.

It has been known, too, that Roosevelt has been opposed to a split in the A.F. of L. Although he was leading behind-the-scenes support for the Morgan owned steel trust, he does not want to estrange unions which such a struggle would have to take in order to win.

Nor does Roosevelt want a split which would give his Republican opponents an opportunity to get a wedge into the labor vote.

Industrial union structures are what the workers need. But they aren’t enough. CLASS STRUGGLE POLICIES, fighting employers and industrial union structures are the program for the struggle to organize the American worker.

streeter Trial Oct. 21

Bill Streeter, National Secretary of the A.F. of L. and Sid Clarke, member of the Youth League, were arrested some time ago in Chicago for speaking in an open-air meeting in the Workers’ World Campaign.

The Socialist lawyer, Albert Goldman, has come to plead guilty. They refused. At the trial September 17, Goldman asked the judge, Dougherty, to postpone the trial on the ground the Socialist was held for trial at a similar trial in a number of States in a few days time. Defense attorney stated that the test holds these people impartially." The judge agreed. The trial will take place on Oct. 21 before another judge.

Workers Vote Candidates For President For Vice-President

Samael Garrett Louis Roberts

Presidential Campaign A Fight for Workers’ Votes

Green and Lewis Swing Labor Vote for Roosevelt

What are the issues in the presidential campaign?

Long-time labor spokesman By Roger In Wartime Of Boom says the New Deal and the Trust is in trouble. Roosevelt has produced nothing but further misery for the workers. His program cannot solve the problem. In order to export manufactured goods the U.S. must export raw materials and the products of agricultural countries. Government policy is always trying to sell the government. Long-time labor spokesman says the policy of the Roosevelt administration on the buyers side of the question is that they will buy the goods of the world as long as the wages are not too high. They are now trying to buy the cheap labor of the world and sell the goods of the world.

FARMER GETS IT IN NECK

The policy of capitalism is to make the farmers pay the bill for export of manufactured goods. That’s what’s behind the new trade creation, crop reduction and all the hocus-pocus of the New Deal farm program. The farmers don’t understand the question but they know they are getting it in the neck. They see on the market. They see on the market goods which have been sold to them.

Unemployment Biggest Issue

Unemployment is the biggest issue in the country. Are Roosevelt and Landon fighting over the policy for the unemployed? No. They are the same policy! They are supporting the same policy to shift the burden of relief to state and local government. Roosevelt has been doing a continuous sell job which is throwing thousands of work. Coal producers announced a few days ago that the introduction of new labor machinery half the miners now at work would be displaced in ten years. Every day tells the same story.

FARM PROBLEM INSOLUBLE

The campaign fight is taken place around the question of farm policies. All the plans and schemes of the Roosevelt administration have produced nothing but further misery for the workers. His program cannot solve the problem. In order to export manufactured goods the U.S. must export raw materials and the products of agricultural countries. Government policy is always trying to sell the government. Long-time labor spokesman says the policy of the Roosevelt administration on the buyers side of the question is that they will buy the goods of the world as long as the wages are not too high. They are now trying to buy the cheap labor of the world and sell the goods of the world.

The Workers’ Party of Marxist Unification (POUM) of which Anselm Conacher, former secretary of the Red International of Labor Unions, is leader, calls consistently for the creation of Soviets and the establishment of workers’ state power. But it demands the creation of a new, Leninist, democratic state of the revolution. The POUM does not recognize the so-called "Socialist" and "Communist" organizations of the Left and the Right.

In the vital question of the creation of a Marxist party the POUM declares the "Communist" and "Socialist" parties bankruptcy. The Bauers and the Murrays in the POUM do not recognize the so-called "Socialist" and "Communist" parties who try to get the labor movement in the pay of the capitalist leaders.

National Office Moves to Chicago

In line with the decision of our national convention to concentrate the activity of the League in the Chicago area, our national headquarters have been moved to Chicago. The new address is 220 East 50th St., Chicago, Ill.

The New York organization will continue at its present address: 28 East 44th St., N. Y. C.

The October issue of the Fourth International agencies publication, "Workers’ World".

The July national headquarters of the Young Workers League moved to 3 W. Division St., address in Chicago. An address has been given by the Call to Action, the League’s organ.
Soviet Masses Press for Aid to Spanish Workers

Stalinist Francs Trotsky; Murder Zinoviev

For some time evidence has been accumulating of dissatisfaction by the Soviet masses with their conditions and the policies of their government. In the face of this growing social pressure, the Stalinist censure, speed-up drive, and the party terror of the Zinoviev faction have become a thing of the past. The workers are forming organizations to seek production of food, clothes, etc., in order to be better prepared for the war. The repression of the workers and the kulaks is to be expected, but it is clear that they cannot suffer any further. They will hold their ground. The workers will gain the workers and the kulaks. They will be able to resist.

REVOLUTIONARY SITUATION

The situation is developing in France.

Blum Checks Workers While Right Prepares

Soviet News

The working class is far from being satisfied with its position. The government is not doing its job. The workers are growing more and more angry.

A revolution is developing in France. The workers are beginning to challenge capitalist rule. They are fighting for their rights. They will not be satisfied with empty promises. They expect an end to the war. They expect an end to the suffering of the working class.

The workers are in a revolutionary situation. They are prepared to take over the government. They are preparing to fight for their rights. They will not be satisfied with anything less than complete control of the government.
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THE ELECTION LAWS

WORKERS' VOTES LIST

Government Loses in Election

The elections were a complete failure for the government. The workers turned out in large numbers and voted for socialism. The government was able to win only a fraction of the votes. The workers' list, on the other hand, won a majority of the votes.

The workers' list is now in control of the government. The government will have to make a number of changes. It will have to make concessions to the workers. It will have to provide for the needs of the workers. The government will be forced to take action in order to remain in power.

The workers are now in control of the government. They will be able to make the changes that are necessary. The government will have to be responsive to the workers' demands. The workers will not be satisfied with anything less than complete control of the government.